By monitoring brachytherapy seed placement and determining the actual configuration of the seeds in vivo, one can optimize the treatment plan during the process of implantation. Two or more radiographic images from different viewpoints can in principle allow one to reconstruct the configuration of implanted seeds uniquely. However, the reconstruction problem is complicated by several factors: (1) the seeds can overlap and cluster in the images; (2) the images can have distortion that varies with viewpoint when a C-arm fluoroscope is used; (3) there can be uncertainty in the imaging viewpoints; (4) the angular separation of the imaging viewpoints can be small owing to physical space constraints; (5) there can be inconsistency in the number of seeds detected in the images; and (6) the patient can move while being imaged.
Introduction
The quality of prostate carcinoma brachytherapy treatment is dependent on the clinician's ability to optimize the plan, monitor the contour of the intended target intra-operatively, and deploy the seeds and spacers accurately. A truly adaptive optimization process would be based on the actual seed positions after implantation, but this requires reconstruction of the seed configuration robustly and in near-real-time. This is feasible through the combined use of ultrasound to monitor implantation and imaging to observe the seed positions (Amols and Rosen 1981 , Rosenthal and Nath 1983 , Siddon and Chin 1985 , Todor et al 2002 . The imaging is frequently done with conventional C-arm systems utilizing x-ray image intensifiers (Tubic et al 2001b , Fung 2002 , Liu et al 2003 . These imaging systems introduce particular complications to the monitoring process.
The basic seed reconstruction problem can be posed as follows: (1) there are N seeds arranged at unknown positions in a three-dimensional (3D) volume; (2) there are multiple twodimensional (2D) projection images of the seeds that contain all of the observable information about the seed configuration; (3) each projection image has some distortion that might not be precisely known; (4) each projection image is acquired at a position that might not be precisely known; (5) there is uncertainty in the seed coordinates measured in each of the projection images; (6) there can be inconsistency in the number of seeds thought to be in place and the number actually appearing in the images. The reconstruction problem is to estimate the actual 3D configuration of the seeds from the 2D projection data in the presence of these unknowns and uncertainties. This problem has been studied for a long time (Altschuler et al 1983 , Biggs and Kelly 1983 , Jackson 1983 ) and continues to be of considerable interest (Tubic et al 2001a , 2001b , Todor et al 2002 .
There are three basic methods to reconstruct the seed configuration: (1) back-projection from the 2D projection images; (2) stereographic triangulation from the 2D images; and (3) iterative forward projection from a 3D model of the seeds to generate hypothetical 2D test images for comparison with the actual images. For each method, two or more image viewpoints are required to establish the seed arrangement uniquely. If the angular separation of the imaging viewpoints is small, parallax is limited and the uncertainty in depth information is proportionately magnified. Therefore the accuracy with which the seed positions can be determined improves with increasing angular separation of the viewpoints.
All three reconstruction strategies begin by defining a world coordinate system in which the seeds are arranged and in which the imaging system's position and orientation are specified. Back-projection and stereometric reconstruction then proceed by measuring the projected coordinates of each seed in each image plane, establishing the correspondence of individual seeds in the images (i.e., identifying each seed in any given image with its location in the other images), transforming the projected 2D seed coordinates in each image plane into 3D coordinates in the world frame, and then reconstructing the 3D seed positions from the 3D projection coordinates. Back-projection locates the 3D seed positions by ray-tracing from the projected seed positions backwards along the projection paths and then finding the points of closest approach for the projection rays associated with any given seed in the images. Stereometric reconstruction solves the algebraic equations relating the seed coordinates to the projection coordinates (cf Murphy (2002) ). In contrast to these two methods, forward iteration proceeds by constructing a hypothetical model of the 3D seed configuration, calculating test projection images, comparing the test images with the actual ones, and then adjusting the seed positions in the 3D model until the test images match the real ones.
All of the reconstruction methods must contend with the possibility that the images are distorted from a perfect perspective projection (cf Cosby and Leszczynski (1998) , Fantozzi et al (2003) ) and that the images have been acquired in a geometry that is not precisely known (Lindsay et al 2003 , Zhang et al 2004 ). Furthermore, it is possible for the patient to move between acquisitions of the projection images, further confounding the reconstruction problem.
The characteristics of the perspective projection geometry (including focal length, image centre, image plane rotation and distortion) are described by the intrinsic camera model, while the positioning of the imaging system in space is described by the extrinsic camera model. The intrinsic model is typically calibrated using grids of crosshairs or small balls (see, for example, Cho and Johnson (1998) ). Because the image rotation and distortion for an intensifier-based C-arm imaging system can change as the C-arm is moved (owing to its interaction with the earth's magnetic field) it is not uncommon to use in-line calibration grids to measure the intrinsic model as the images are acquired, but this requires segmentation of the calibration landmarks in the midst of an already cluttered image.
If the complete camera model is known exactly then, given two images in which all the seed identities are correctly correlated, simple back-projection uniquely specifies the 3D positions of the seeds, while stereometric reconstruction overdetermines the positions. However, this ideal situation is almost never encountered in real life. In the presence of image noise, ambiguity in the seed identification and/or uncertainty in the camera model, the rays from a given seed will not intersect and back-projection becomes underdetermined (ill-conditioned). Therefore, for simple back-projection to succeed in any practical application, one must have more than two images Rosen 1981, Rosenthal and Nath 1983) . Back-projection methods for brachytherapy seed reconstruction have been described by a number of authors (Narayanan et al 2002 , Tubic et al 2001a , Todor et al 2002 . Stereometric inversion of two images includes parallax in the triangulation geometry, which adds constraints to the reconstruction, resulting in overdetermination of the 3D seed coordinates. This allows one to introduce an additional free parameter for each seed in the algebraic projection equations to accommodate camera model uncertainties and then find the solution that minimizes the error in the 3D position reconstructed from the two 2D projections (Murphy 2002) . As long as the number of seeds exceeds the number of parameters needed to account for camera model uncertainties, and the seed correspondence is completely known, stereometric inversion can determine the complete seed configuration from two images. Lam et al (2004) have described a forward solution method using the Hough transform to find the trajectories that are consistent with seed positions in the images. This method does not require solving the correspondence problem but the solution is underdetermined for two projections and becomes more robust as the number of images increases beyond 3.
Accurate, robust seed reconstruction requires a way to manage the uncertainties in the imaging set-up. This is conventionally done by careful calibration and control of the imaging configuration. Camera positioning geometry (the extrinsic model) can be approximately deduced using artificially supplied alignment fiducials that are visible in the images . However, there will always be residual errors and uncertainties, as well as imperfections in the internal projection (intrinsic) geometry. Forward iteration can accommodate all of the uncertainties in the camera model by introducing free parameters in the camera calibration and then varying both the 3D seed position and the camera model parameters until the simulated and actual images match. As long as the number N of seeds times the number of projections (viewpoints) times 2 (i.e., the two position coordinates of each seed in each image) is greater than the total number of free parameters (the 3N seed coordinates in the 3D world frame, plus the six degrees of freedom per viewpoint in the extrinsic camera model, plus the parameters in the intrinsic distortion model at each viewpoint) the iterative solution is overdetermined (well-conditioned).
The fundamental difference between forward and backward reconstruction methods lies in the need to identify each individual seed in each image-the so-called correspondence problem. This is necessary for the back-projection and stereometric methods (Rosenthal and Nath 1983, Altschuler and Kassaee 1997) . When a large number of seeds are crowded into the image, causing overlap and clustering, it becomes very difficult to completely and uniquely isolate and associate each seed in each image (Cho and Johnson 1998 , Tubic et al 2001b , Su et al 2004 . Failure to locate and correctly identify even a few of the seeds in one or more images can cause the back-projection problem to become badly behaved. Even in algorithms designed to handle incomplete data, failures occur when none of the images have a complete set of seeds . The forward iteration process does not face the correspondence problem-when a set of simulated images have been made it is sufficient to search for a match of image content without necessarily separating and correlating individual seeds from one image to another. The accuracy of the solution is unaffected by situations in which one seed is hidden behind another in one or more views because the iterative process recreates the overlap in the matching test images. The iterative process also provides a natural way to integrate additional free parameters representing camera model uncertainties. Because it does not exploit seed correspondence, the forward iterative approach is not as well constrained as the stereometric solution but it is still more constrained than the back-projection method.
We have developed a forward reconstruction technique that treats the individual seed positions, the camera viewpoints and the camera distortion characteristics as unknowns and then finds the estimate of all the free parameters that best matches test seed projections with the real projection images. By allowing each camera position to be variable relative to the other viewing positions, it is even possible to accommodate the effects of patient motion between image acquisitions. The approach simultaneously addresses all of the complicating factors in brachytherapy seed localization in a single unified solution. Furthermore, in the spirit of modern machine vision technique it uses natural features in the images (e.g., the seeds themselves) rather than artificial calibration landmarks to constrain the camera model.
The iterative approach described here treats the reconstruction of the seed configuration from 2D projections as a problem in 2D/3D deformable image registration using point and extended landmarks. In this view the 2D C-arm projection radiographs are the target images and the initial estimated 3D seed configuration is the source image. The 3D source image is used to make simulated 2D test projections. The content of the simulated 2D test images is manipulated by deforming the 3D source configuration until it matches the target images. The complete problem combines a rigid registration that establishes the imaging coordinate frame relative to the position and orientation of the group of seeds, a systematic deformable registration element to account for distortion in the imaging chain, and a free-form deformation of the imaged object, which in this case is represented by variations in the individual seed positions. This technique is an example of the more general problem of estimating the deformation of an extended object by making a deformation model of the object and then matching simulated projections through the model to actual radiographs of the deformed object (Zeng et al 2004) .
Method and materials
The reconstruction method proceeds via an iterative optimization strategy that is summarized in the following eight steps:
(1) Acquire three target projection radiographs. (2) Filter the target images to highlight the seeds above the background. (3) Set up a parametrized computational model of a 3D seed configuration in which each seed is free to move in three dimensions, initialized to the planned seed configuration. (4) Set up a parametrized computational camera model of the imaging geometry and image plane distortion, initialized to approximate the imaging viewpoints. (5) Use the camera model to make three simulated test projection images from the model 3D seed configuration. (6) Compare each simulated test image with its corresponding actual target image-compute a similarity measure J equal to the sum of squared differences (SSD) between the pixel intensities of each image pair. (7) Compute the gradient of J with respect to all of the degrees of freedom in the seed configuration model and the camera model and use the gradients to estimate perturbations in the model parameters that will increase the similarity between the source and target images. (8) Iterate steps (5)- (7) to obtain the best match between the test and target images (minimum J ).
Using a similarity measure based on the sum of squared pixel intensity differences avoids the need to disentangle the overlapping seeds in the images and then associate each seed in the test image with its counterpart in the target image. Because the content of the simulated test images can be calculated analytically from the 3D model configuration using basic projective geometry, one can compute analytic derivatives of the SSD with respect to the seed degrees of freedom and the camera distortion parameters. This allows one to use a gradient-driven iterative process that simultaneously adjusts seed positions and camera model parameters to minimize the mean-squared difference of the images. The final fit represents the best estimate of the actual seed configuration in three dimensions.
In the tests and demonstrations reported here the seed configurations were characterized by only the three translational coordinates (x, y, z) of the seed centroids, which were treated as free parameters. In this approximation, the source images were made up of point-like landmarks. This is sufficient to completely characterize configurations of small, point-like seeds such as Pd 103 but does not reproduce the alignment (orientation) of highly elongated seeds such as I 125 . To use this approximation for elongated seeds a pre-processing step must be applied to the target radiographs to reduce the cylindrical silhouettes to point-like landmarks at the centre of each seed. In the appendix we describe a method to pre-process radiographs of highly elongated seeds to produce such a configuration of point landmarks.
The proof of concept for our iterative method required two stages of development and testing. First, actual C-arm radiographs of seed phantoms were pre-processed using the method of the appendix to locate the midpoint of each seed. This demonstrated the capacity to transform target images of elongated seeds into point landmark approximations for the solution of the translational position of each seed. Then numerical simulations of the iterative reconstruction process were made using point-like landmarks to demonstrate the concept and assess the effects of camera positioning uncertainty, image distortion, seed resolution in the images, and uncertainty in the seed count.
The iterative reconstruction method
For notation, we use bold-faced variables (e.g., x) to denote vectors and points in space, bracketed variables (e.g., [M] ) for matrices, and we designate the image intensity at a point u in the projection image plane as I (u). The unprimed vector x is for 3D coordinates in the world coordinate system where the seed positions are defined, x is for 3D coordinates in a coordinate frame rotated and translated to the camera imaging position, u is for 2D coordinates (i.e., pixels) in the imaging plane before image distortion, and u is for image plane coordinates after distortion. Individual seeds are indexed by k and image plane pixels are indexed by (i, j ) . Imaging viewpoints are indexed by l.
The seeds are represented by point landmarks in the world coordinate system. The iterative reconstruction process begins by setting up an arrangement of N seeds at points {x k }, k = (1, N). Variability in the seed positions is parametrized by defining a reference configuration {x k,0 } of seed positions (which would be, for example, the planned arrangement of seeds) and adding to each seed position a perturbation {d k } such that
The {d k } are 3N freely adjustable parameters. A model of the imaging system is made and positioned at M different locations/ orientations specified by the translation/rotation matrices T l and [R l ], where l = {0, M − 1}. The camera model has extrinsic parameters describing the position and orientation of the viewpoints in the world coordinate system and intrinsic parameters describing its magnification, image centre, and image plane distortion.
The seeds are freely movable within the world frame. Their absolute positions x k = x k,0 + d k can therefore be defined by the pose (position and orientation) of the seed group in the world frame, combined with the relative seed positions within the group. The pose is defined by three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom.
The imaging system is also freely movable in the world frame, with six degrees of freedom needed to define each of the M viewpoints. As with the seeds, we can characterize these viewpoint positions by defining the absolute position of one viewpoint (the so-called reference viewpoint) in the world frame, and then defining the other viewpoints as translation and rotation shifts dT l and [dR l ] relative to the reference viewpoint.
If there are no other reference landmarks in the world coordinate system then the pose of the seed group can only be defined relative to one of the imaging viewpoints, or vice versa. This is equivalent to rigidly attaching the world frame to either the seed group or to one of the imaging viewpoints. Otherwise, all the degrees of freedom for the seed positions, combined with freely movable positions for all the viewpoints, result in an underdetermined affine transformation. In this situation, the search for seed and viewpoint positions in an arbitrary frame of reference just goes in circles as the freely rotating imaging system chases a freely rotating seed group.
We choose to attach the world frame to the imaging system. We do this by fixing one of the M viewpoints at a position T 0 , [R 0 ] in the world frame. This position, which we call the reference viewpoint, is not allowed to vary. The other camera positions are defined relative to the first camera position in terms of translation and rotation shifts dT l and [dR l ]. These relative positions are not fixed but are freely variable parameters, so as to allow for uncertainty in the relative imaging viewpoints. This parametrization of the camera positions accounts for the rigid or affine part of the deformable registration transformation, i.e., the part that represents the pose (position and orientation) of the seed group relative to the imaging system, while also allowing for uncertainty in the relative camera positions.
By fixing the reference viewpoint at an arbitrary position T 0 , [R 0 ] in the world frame we allow for the fact that we do not necessarily know the exact pose of the seed group relative to the imaging system. When the optimization process runs, the group of seeds collectively assumes a pose relative to T 0 , [R 0 ] that reproduces the actual pose of the seed group relative to the actual reference camera position. Simultaneously, the other camera positions are adjusted relative to T 0 , [R 0 ] to reproduce their actual viewpoints. When we change our initial assumption for T 0 , [R 0 ] the solution for the seed positions makes a corresponding change in its rigid-body pose in the world frame. This will be evident in the presentation of results. Note that patient movement between image acquisitions is equivalent to a change in camera position relative to the reference position.
The imaging plane at each camera position l is assumed to have warping characterized by a transfer function u = F l (u). The degree of warping is allowed to vary from one camera position to the next by parametrizing F l . The distortion used for the simulation studies was represented by a radial function with radial distortion parameter λ l (equation (2)):
(2) Varying the parameter λ l from one viewpoint to another simulates changing distortion of the C-arm image as the image intensifier is moved relative to the earth's magnetic field.
The total number of free parameters is 3N seed positions plus 6(M − 1) extrinsic degrees of freedom for the relative viewpoints (i.e., not counting the fixed reference viewpoint) plus the intrinsic distortion degrees of freedom for each viewpoint. The parametrization completely accounts for the rigid pose component, the imaging geometry and distortion component, and the object deformation component of the complete registration transformation.
For a given test seed configuration {x k } defined in the world coordinate frame, M test projections are computed at the image plane positions T 0 + dT l and [R 0 ] + [dR l ]. The perspective projection geometry is shown schematically in figure 1. If the centre of the image plane is at a distance D from the origin of the world frame, and the x-ray source lies on the normal passing from the image centre through the world origin, at a distance S on the other side of the world origin, then a point x in the world frame projects to coordinates (u x , u y ) in the rotated and translated image plane, where
The position of the point projection in each image plane is distorted by the transfer function F l that is characteristic of that imaging position:
The point is then blurred by a radially symmetric Gaussian blurring function to spread it out into a cloud with a dispersion σ , so that the image of a point at x k projected to u k is given by
If there are N points projected from world coordinate positions x k (k = 1, N) then the total image is
The Gaussian blurring step will be seen to be useful for the process of guiding the iteration of the parameters and comparing the simulated images to the real images. Meanwhile, the actual C-arm images of the seed configuration are processed to subtract background and highlight the seeds. After the seeds have been isolated above background, each actual image is convolved with the same Gaussian blurring function that was used to spread the points in the simulated trial images. (If the seeds are highly elongated, then the seed centroids are first located according to the method of the appendix before applying the Gaussian blur.)
There are two obvious ways to quantify the similarity of the target (actual) and test (simulated) images. One method would compare the coordinates of each seed in the simulated test image with its coordinates in the actual target image, measuring the overall similarity as the sum-of-squared-differences of the individual seed positions (landmark-based similarity). Alternatively, the similarity of each pair of test and target images can be computed as the sum of squared differences of the pixel intensities (intensity-based similarity). Both methods allow one to compute analytically the gradient of the similarity measure with respect to all of the free parameters. However, the landmark-based similarity measure requires establishing correspondence between each seed in a test image with its counterpart in the target image. To avoid this step we elected to use intensity-based similarity. We define the target image intensity at pixel u ij = (u x,i , u y,j ) to be I T (u ij ) and the corresponding simulated test image intensity to be I S (u ij ). The overall similarity was the total of the pixel-by-pixel squared intensity differences for all M test and target image pairs, which we designate as J :
The test configuration {x k } of seed positions was iterated by simultaneously adjusting all of the free parameters-the seed positions, the camera distortion and the camera positionswhile projecting simulated test images. The perturbation to each degree of freedom was computed from the gradient of J with respect to that degree of freedom. Because J uses the image greyscale intensities, this involved computing image greyscale gradients. Gaussian blurring provides analytical image gradients that extend away from each seed position. To obtain the first derivatives of J with respect to the seed position parameters d k we follow equations (10)- (14):
and similarly for ∂u y,k /∂d x,k . Finally,
and similarly for the other terms. The first derivatives of J with respect to the intrinsic and extrinsic camera model parameters (distortion, translation and rotation of the image plane) are obtained in a similar manner.
To compute the adjustments to all of the free parameters that lead towards minimization of J we used a nonlinear gradient search method that combined a steepest descent search with a parabolic approximation to the J -surface near the minimum (Bevington 1969 ).
Because we have elected to compare greyscale intensity distributions rather than seed coordinates, and because we also want to use gradient-driven iterative techniques to speed convergence, we require some way to establish greyscale gradients in the vicinity of each seed. This is where the blurred Gaussian representation of each seed becomes useful. In the absence of any blurring, large areas of the intensity map would be flat, providing no gradient to guide the J minimization search. The blurring acts to create 'potential wells' around each seed that extend beyond the seed itself. This has the effect of attracting seeds to each other and accelerating the convergence of the iterative minimization. The Gaussian function itself provides a convenient analytic representation of the image intensity distribution. When the width σ of the Gaussian well is increased, the iteration converges more rapidly, but at the expense of somewhat more time spent computing the gradients. Therefore there is a tradeoff between the number of iteration steps and the time required to compute each step.
The numerical simulations
We have made simulation studies to demonstrate the feasibility of iterative forward reconstruction. These studies used a configuration of 9-72 points in space, arranged in one or two rectilinear layers separated by 10 mm, with 5 mm inter-seed spacing within a layer. This lattice represented the planned arrangement of seeds. The position of each seed in the lattice was shifted by a displacement d k chosen randomly from the range +/− 1.25 mm in each of the three directions, resulting in a mean displacement of 1.1 mm. The perturbed array represented the actual target configuration of seeds, i.e., the configuration that we wished to determine. Three images at different viewpoints were used to record the seed configuration. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of the seeds and the simulated C-arm fluoroscope set-up. The fluoroscope can be translated in (x, y, z) and rotated around the three axes by angles α, β and γ .
Using the perturbed seed configuration, three simulated target C-arm images were computed for a source/detector distance of 100 cm, with the seed group at the approximate isocentre. The images were 128 × 128 pixels square and had a pixel pitch of 0.30 mm. In all of the tests, each C-arm image was distorted by a radial warping function (equation (2)) in which the distortion parameter λ l had the following values at the three imaging viewpoints: λ 0 = 0.0004, λ 1 = 0.0005, λ 2 = 0.0006. This simulated the variability in distortion that can be present at different C-arm positions. The warping associated with λ 2 = 0.0006 displaced the seed projections at the edge of the image by approximately 20% relative to their unwarped positions, which is a severe degree of distortion.
Tests were then conducted by varying the angular viewpoints at which the three images were taken, relative to the world coordinate frame, while introducing uncertainty into each imaging position and noise into the process of locating the midpoints of each seed in each target projection image. Noise in finding the midpoints during the pre-processing stage was simulated by taking each seed position projected onto each image plane and perturbing it by random amounts in (u x , u y ) generated from a Gaussian noise distribution with a width that ranged from 0.15 mm to 0.6 mm (i.e., up to two pixels standard deviation).
The three simulated target images represented the C-arm images that would be acquired for an actual seed implant. These images were submitted to the iterative reconstruction process. The iteration took the starting seed positions to be the undeformed positions {x k,0 } (i.e., d k = (0, 0, 0), assumed starting values of unity for the radial distortion term (i.e., λ l = 0), and used starting camera viewpoint angles that differed from the actual viewing positions by up to 10
• around each of the three rotation axes. This simulated uncertainty in the relative camera viewpoints and in their absolute viewpoint with respect to the seed configuration. Each trial yielded a solution for the seed deformation parameters d k and all of the camera model parameters. The accuracy of each trial solution was quantified by calculating the mean-squared difference (and standard deviation) between all of the estimated seed positions and the known seed positions used to generate the target images. It was assumed that all seeds were identical so that the results were invariant under the interchange of seeds.
Our method of parametrizing the uncertainties in camera position reflects the actual imaging situation. If the initial camera position (the reference position) is unknown or imprecisely known relative to the seed group, it is sufficient to set it at an arbitrary position. As the iterative process searches for a seed configuration that is consistent with the C-arm images, it will shift and rotate the seeds as a rigid group until they align with the imaging geometry in the same way as in the real world. In other words, the iterative process finds the relative spacing of the individual seeds and the relative relationship of the seed group to the imaging geometry. It is then necessary to use other means to find the absolute position of the seeds as a group (or, alternatively, the imaging system) within the world coordinate system.
We note here that in the general formulation of our image projection model it is not necessary that the C-arm's source and camera rotate isocentrically-that is, we do not require that the imaging axis from the x-ray source to the detector intersect the C-arm's rotation axis-we only need to characterize the source/detector positions in the world coordinate frame where we have located the seeds. This accommodates the typical operating room C-arm, for which the imaging axis can be displaced by 10 cm or more from the rotational axis. Furthermore, the parametrization of the problem allows for irregularities, flexures and other inaccuracies in the C-arm's mechanical operation that add uncertainty to the position of the imaging system at any viewpoint.
Results
Figure 2 illustrates an example iterative sequence for a configuration of 18 seeds. The three camera viewpoints (designated camera 1, 2, 3) are each separated by 10
• of yaw (α) and 10
• of pitch (β). The seeds are represented by point landmarks that have been blurred by a spherical Gaussian distribution, as described earlier. The initial source configuration is portrayed in the image group (a); the target images are displayed in group (f). The deformation of the source images from starting point (a) to final arrangement (e) shows the convergence to the target configuration, which took seven iterations in this trial. In this sequence the iterative process simultaneously adjusted seed position, image distortion and all imaging viewpoints to arrive at the match of test images to target images. The final iterated seed configuration exactly matched the target configuration and the estimated camera model exactly reproduced the actual camera configuration used to create the target images. It is apparent from this figure that the target seed configuration differed significantly from the initial (i.e., planned) source configuration. In an actual brachytherapy seed implantation this degree of deformation would be unusual. Therefore the tests were conducted under conditions that were generally more demanding than what would be characteristic of a clinical situation.
We divided our tests into five groups to investigate the effects of camera position uncertainty, noise in the images and number of seeds to reconstruct. All of the parameters representing imaging viewpoints, distortion and individual seed positions were always freely variable. By initializing parameters at values other than what were actually used for the target images we simulated uncertainty in those characteristics. The test matrix shown below summarizes the parameters that were treated as unknowns (marked by X) in each group of tests.
Seed
Seed Image Reference Viewpoints number positions distortion viewpoint 1 2 and 3 Noise Group 1 18 X X X Group 2 18 X X X X Group 3 18 X X X Group 4 18 X X X X X Group 5 9-72 X X X Table 1 . Accuracy in determining the seed positions and the camera reference position when the reference position (α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 ) at which the target images were made was unknown (all test image iterations started out assuming a reference camera position at (α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 ) = (0, 0, 0)). The total number of free parameters in each trial consisted of the three coordinates (x, y, z) for each seed, the distortion parameter for each viewpoint, and the (α, β, γ ) angular positioning of the second and third viewpoints relative to the reference viewpoint. Thus for 18 seeds there were 63 free parameters while for 72 seeds there were 225 free parameters.
The seed positions were always initialized in a regular lattice array and the image plane distortion was always initialized at zero. Therefore all tests had to find the final seed positions and distortion characteristics from uncertain starting values. For those tests done without imaging noise the target images showed the exact projected positions of all of the seeds, with no dispersion due to noise. Under those conditions the process was capable of achieving an exact match between the test and target images, which corresponded to an exact solution for the camera model and the 3D seed configuration. Conversely, when imaging noise was present, it was not possible to produce an exact match between the source and target images even when all of the iterated imaging and source model parameters were accurate.
In the first test group the reference camera viewpoint (from which the other viewpoints were measured) was initialized at a position different from the position at which the target images were made. This simulated uncertainty in the reference imaging position relative to the pose of the seed group. The other two relative camera viewpoints, although represented by free parameters, were assumed to be known and were therefore initialized at the actual relative viewpoints for the target images. These tests examined the ability of the process to find the individual seed positions in the presence of an unknown rigid rotation of the seed group relative to the reference imaging viewpoint. (Recall that the imaging viewpoints are defined by establishing a reference position (α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 ) in the world coordinate frame for the first imaging viewpoint and then defining the other two viewpoints relative to it.) This uncertainty was simulated by fixing the reference viewpoint at (α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 ) = (0, 0, 0) for all of the trial projections when in fact the target images were made at reference viewpoints that differed from (0, 0, 0). Under these conditions a solution for the seed configuration that matched the test and target images exactly reproduced the relative seed spacing but was rigidly rotated relative to the actual seed configuration by an amount equal to the difference between the assumed and actual reference viewpoints. Table 1 summarizes the results of this test for a range of actual reference viewpoints indicated by (α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 ). The angles separating camera positions 1 and 2 from the reference viewpoint were α 1 − α 0 = 10
Once the algorithm had arrived at an estimated seed configuration that reproduced the target images, the Procrustes rigid point registration algorithm (Murphy 2002 ) was used to rotate the estimated configuration to bring it into alignment with the actual seed configuration. This removed the pose rotation offset introduced by the arbitrary reference viewpoint and allowed the individual estimated seed positions to be compared directly with the actual seed positions. The point-to-point root-mean-square (RMS) difference in individual seed coordinates was used to quantify the error in the estimation. An RMS error of 0.0 indicates that the seed configuration was found exactly. The table also shows the rigid rotation needed to bring the estimated configuration into alignment with the actual configuration, compared to the actual deviation of the target image reference position from the assumption of (α 0 , β 0 , γ 0 ) = (0, 0, 0). In the second group of tests it was assumed that both the reference viewpoint and the relative angular separation of the other two imaging positions were uncertain. The iterative process therefore had to find the rigid rotation of the seed group relative to the camera reference position (as in test 1) and at the same time estimate the relative camera positions starting from increasingly inaccurate starting estimates. Table 2 shows the results of the iterative reconstruction, where the deviations of the starting estimate from the actual camera position for each viewpoint are designated α 0 , α 1 , α 2 . The algorithm accurately found all of the seed positions and camera configurations even for camera position uncertainties (up to 8
• ) that approached the actual camera angular separation (10 • ). The third group of tests investigated the effect of noise in the target images on the accuracy of the estimated camera model and the reconstructed 3D seed positions, for cases where the camera positions (but not image distortion) were known exactly. Under noisy imaging conditions the test images will not exactly match the target images even if the camera model and 3D test seed configuration exactly match the actual imaging and seed configurations. The solution associated with the minimum sum of squared difference J will therefore always have some error in it. This error was analysed by making simulated target images from the deformed seed distribution and then dispersing the seeds in the target image planes by an amount randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribution of width σ .
The three imaging positions were set initially to be
This corresponds to an approximately anterior/posterior view with a 14
• angle between the image viewpoints. Then the angles α 1 and α 2 were varied to increase the opening angle between the viewpoints. At the same time the noise-related dispersion σ in the projected seed positions in the target images was varied. Table 3 summarizes the resulting uncertainty in the estimated 3D seed positions. As with all of the simulation tests, when there was no uncertainty in the projected seed positions the iterative process found all of the seed positions and the camera distortions exactly. In the presence of imaging noise the estimated seed position uncertainty Table 4 . Uncertainty in the estimated seed position in the presence of imaging noise and distortion, and uncertainty in all of the imaging viewpoints. decreases as the opening angle between the viewpoints increases, for the obvious reason that imaging parallax and the resulting depth resolution improves with increased detector spacing, reaching a maximum for orthogonal image viewpoints. The fourth group of simulation tests combined all of the uncertainties of the first three tests in a comprehensive demonstration of the ability of the algorithm to find the seed positions in the presence of imaging noise and distortion, unknown rigid rotation α 0 away from the assumed reference position, and unknown relative angles α 1 , α 2 between the three camera viewpoints. In these tests the noise-induced imaging resolution was σ = 0.3 mm (i.e., one pixel width).
In the absence of image noise the iteration converged to the exact seed configuration, as in table 1. When noise in the seed projections in the images was introduced it produced a corresponding uncertainty in the reconstructed 3D seed positions, as shown in table 4. As with the results of the third test group shown in table 3, the RMS error in seed position decreases as the parallax was improved by increasing the angle between the viewing positions. Also we observe that as parallax improved the estimated camera positions also improved in accuracy. In all of the simulation tests the radial distortion in the image plane was always exactly reproduced by the iterative reconstruction process.
The fifth group of simulations tested the accuracy, robustness and speed of the algorithm as the number of seeds was increased to a clinically realistic configuration. In these trials the algorithm was asked to solve for seed position, image distortion and relative camera position in the absence of imaging noise, for configurations of 9, 18, 32, 50 and 72 seeds. Figure 3 shows the three views of the starting (source) configuration of 72 seeds above the three views of the actual (target) configuration of 72 seeds. In all trials the algorithm converged to an exact solution for all of the degrees of freedom. Figure 4 shows the convergence rate for 9, 18, 32 and 72 seeds.
One of the failure modes of other seed reconstruction methods involves situations in which not all of the seeds present in vivo are visible in all the images, or conversely when artefacts in one or more of the images masquerade as seeds, creating a disparity in the apparent seed count between the images and the 3D reconstruction. This disparity will confuse the algorithms for establishing seed correspondence and the reconstruction will become errorprone. The forward iterative algorithm was tested for sensitivity to incomplete data scenarios by reconstructing test cases where the number of seeds in the target images differed from the number of seeds in the 3D source configuration. There are two such scenarios-extra seeds in the target images or extra seeds in the source configuration. Figure 5 (a) illustrates one imaging viewpoint for a scenario in which all of the actual projection images have one more seed (or seed-like artefact) than the 3D source model of the seed configuration used to generate the test projections. The first image frame is a projection of the source configuration of seeds before iteration (i.e., the planned configuration) and the third frame is the target image. The extra seed in the target image is visible in the lower right corner of the third frame. The middle frame is the deformed source projection after the iteration has converged to the best estimate of the seed configuration based on matching the test and target images. The iterative process had no difficulty converging to a robust estimate of the seed configuration that erred only slightly in the immediate neighbourhood of the extra seed. This localized deviation was the obvious consequence of trying to match different image content in part of the field of view. Figure 5 (b) shows the results for a test of the other incomplete data scenario-namely when the 3D model seed configuration has one more seed than is present in the images. This situation occurs if a seed disappears after implantation or if the pre-processing of the target images to enhance the seeds over background mistakes a seed for background. The seed is present in the planned configuration (which is used as the source image) but is absent from the target radiographs. As above, the first frame is a projection from the source configuration before iteration; the third frame is the target image; and the middle frame is the simulated test projection after iteration to the best source/target match. The extra seed in the source configuration is visible in the centre of the first and second frames. Again, the iterative solution converged robustly to an accurate estimate of the seed configuration that erred only in the neighbourhood of the extra seed.
Using the present gradient descent search algorithm, the running time per iteration scales approximately as the number of seeds to the 3/2 power. The iterative search process is in a conceptual stage of development and has not been optimized for speed. Improving computational efficiency will involve not only code improvement but also investigation of other gradient descent algorithms, all of which have parameters to be tuned. Nevertheless, at this early stage of development the process can solve for 50 seeds and 9 camera degrees of freedom (altogether 159 free parameters) in about 6 min running on a single 1 GHz processor.
Discussion
This seed reconstruction technique has not yet been developed to its full potential. For highly elongated seeds, there is sufficient information in the projection images to constrain not only the seed locations but also the two additional degrees of freedom per seed that describe their orientations. We therefore plan to extend the present method to solve for both the position and orientation of elongated seeds. In this generalized method it will not be necessary to pre-process the target images to transform rod-like seeds into point-like landmarks. This will avoid an additional source of difficulty for back-projection-namely, the need to segment and isolate each seed before reconstruction.
It is a difficult task to establish the identities and correspondences of a large number of seeds appearing in several images. The difficulty is compounded when the images do not all show the same number of seeds. This so-called incomplete data problem can cause catastrophic failures in reconstruction methods that require knowledge of seed correspondences among all the projection images. This provided incentive for finding a solution method that does not require seed identification and is able to handle incomplete data scenarios with minimal side effects. Iterative projection matching process based on intensity similarity does not require seed identification. Furthermore, when a disparity in the seed count between the source and target images was created by adding extra seeds to either the acquired radiographs or the 3D source configuration the iterative process always converged to an accurate solution that was perturbed only slightly in the neighbourhood of the extra seed(s). This insensitivity to incomplete data is a direct consequence of matching the image intensity content rather than individual seed coordinates in the optimization process.
The iterative projection matching process has a second advantage when faced with an incomplete data situation. After the iteration has run, a straightforward comparison of the test and target images easily reveals not only the disparity in seed count, but the exact location of the extraneous seed(s), thus allowing one to either modify the assumed source configuration or filter the target images to correct the disparity before re-running the solution.
Iterative methods can potentially arrive at local minima or degenerate alternative solutions. If a local rather than global minimum has been reached, then the test and target projections will nearly match for a seed configuration and camera model that are not exactly right. This can be detected. If the camera model adequately parametrizes the image distortion and there is no noise in the images, then the iterative method can exactly match all of the images to give a similarity measure J = 0. That is the global minimum. In this case, if the solution does not converge to J = 0, then it is recognized as a local minimum. If the images are noisy enough to contribute uncertainty to the seed configuration within each image, then the similarity measure at the global minimum is directly related to the amount of noise in the seed configuration. If a particular solution converges at a similarity measure that is larger than this theoretical global limit, then it can be recognized as a local minimum. If a local minimum has been encountered, then a new solution can be started. On the other hand, if the test and target projections exactly match for a seed configuration and camera model that are not exactly right, then a degenerate solution has been found. This can only be detected by testing the solution for plausibility. However, degenerate solutions are not expected to occur for well-constrained (overdetermined) 2D/3D registration problems.
We noted earlier that this iterative seed localization method is a form of 2D/3D deformable image registration. In 2D/3D registration a 3D source data set (image) is modified (rigidly or non-rigidly) until simulated 2D projections made from it match a set of acquired target projections. In our application the source data set and target projections contain pointlike landmarks (the seeds). The landmarks are free to move relative to one another, which corresponds to free-form deformation. In a more general application the source and target images would portray freely deforming extended anatomy. This general concept has an important potential application in radiation therapy. In many external-beam therapy scenarios it may be advantageous to estimate anatomical deformation prior to each treatment fraction. The daily deformation could be detected in a limited set of projection images, which would be identified as the target images. Deformation would be assessed relative to the initial treatment planning CT study, which would be identified as the source image. One would make a parametrized model for the anatomical deformation, apply the model to the source CT, and then iteratively deform the source CT while making synthetic test projections. When the test images match the target images the deformed anatomical model should be a close approximation to reality. For this technique to succeed, it is crucial to have a precise imaging model to make the synthetic projections. The simulation study reported here demonstrates not only that this reconstruction concept is feasible for an anatomical configuration that can be modelled by point landmarks but furthermore that the geometric camera model can be developed inclusively with the reconstruction of the deformed landmark configuration.
Conclusion
We have designed a novel forward iteration method to reconstruct a 3D brachytherapy seed configuration from 2D projection images in the presence of imaging noise, distortion and uncertain imaging geometry. The process is based on 2D projection matching that does not require external camera calibration procedures or the identification of seed correspondences between the images. In this way it avoids those complications that often cause other methods to fail. The iterative method uses the seeds in the images to calibrate the intrinsic and extrinsic camera models at the same time that it finds the seed geometry. By integrating this simultaneous self-calibrating feature with the solution for the seed positions we have shown that both the unknown seed configurations and the imaging geometry can in principle be found exactly.
This new approach to seed reconstruction has been subjected to feasibility and proofof-concept tests via numerical simulation. The tests involved configurations of 18-72 seeds imaged from three freely variable viewpoints with unknown distortion. The process always arrived at the globally optimal solution, as evidenced by the agreement between actual and estimated seed positions and imaging parameters. For noise-free images, the tests arrived at the exact seed and camera configurations every time. The introduction of noise-related uncertainty in the seed positions resulted in a corresponding uncertainty in the estimated seed positions and camera calibrations, leveraged by the viewpoint parallax. When there was disparity in the seed count in the images (the so-called incomplete data problem) the algorithm always converged to an accurate solution that was perturbed only slightly in the neighbourhood of the extraneous seed(s). All of the test trials converged in 6-12 iterations. Running times of 1-10 min on a 1 GHz processor indicate that the process can potentially be used intraoperatively to optimize seed plans.
These early tests of our iterative reconstruction method have only been simulations offering at most a proof of feasibility. There is much to be done to make the process clinically useful. Nevertheless, the iterative approach has so far revealed none of the vulnerabilities, Figure A1 . A radiographic image of a phantom containing 33 brachytherapy seeds.
limitations and weaknesses that other methods show in similarly idealized simulations. In fact it has successfully found an optimal solution in every test trial, even under conditions where other methods sometimes (or often) break down completely and catastrophically. Figure A1 is an example C-arm image of a seed phantom used in the seed localization tests. This figure will be used to demonstrate the pre-processing operations to find the centroids of elongated seeds in the target radiographs. To reduce each seed in the image to a single point at the seed centre it is necessary to isolate the seeds, erase everything else in the image, find each seed's two endpoints, and then get the midpoint. This was done using general image morphology descriptors based on the local structure tensor.
Appendix. Automatic localization of the centres of elongated brachytherapy seeds
Equations (A.1)-(A.4) define the components of the local structure tensor, which is a 2 × 2 tensor consisting of a local average of the squared x and y gradients (∂I/∂x, ∂I/∂y) of the greyscale information I (x) in the image (Jahne 1997 Figure A2 . The radiographic seed image filtered to locate the ends of each seed, using directionality to highlight the seed endpoints.
From the structure tensor we can construct descriptive scalars representing the connectedness (smoothness), directionality and orientation of the local image structure in the neighbourhood of each pixel in the image. These descriptors are defined in equations (A.5)-(A. These are generic morphological quantities that by themselves do not represent any particular geometrical shape. We exploit the fact that we are looking for thin, straight, line-like objects in the image. A thin line has the largest combined connectedness and directionality signal of any geometrical shape. Conversely, the endpoint of a thin line has the lowest directionality signal, but is accompanied by a high nearby connectedness signal representing the pixels along the line. Therefore we can locate the seeds and mark their endpoints by filtering the image using combinations of the directionality and connectedness signals. First, seed candidates are highlighted by filtering the phantom image (as, for example, figure A1 ) with the connectedness and directionality operators. Then the image is refiltered to find the endpoints of all the straight lines in the image, using the inverse of the directionality signal. The result is shown in figure A2 . Finally, for each candidate seed endpoint appearing in figure A2 , a ray is traced to each of the other candidate endpoints and the directionality signal is integrated and averaged along the ray. Of all the possible pairwise combinations of endpoints, the ray that actually connects one endpoint to its partner for a particular seed will have the largest average directionality. By cutting off the ray-tracing at a ray length longer than the maximum projected length of a seed in the image, extraneous straight-line features and artefacts can be eliminated. The end result is a picture of the connected endpoints for each seed candidate, as seen in figure A3 , from which the seed centres are trivially obtained Figure A3 . The seed endpoints of figure A2 connected using the connectedness structure function so as to find the seed midpoint (centroid). ( figure A4 ). This is a robust method for filtering the C-arm images to find the centroids of seeds that are not densely crowded together. We note that it can be easily generalized to find seed centroids in three dimensions.
When the seeds are closely clustered together in an image the seed centroid algorithm needs some help in separating them. This is done by applying a linear Hough transform to the image. The linear Hough transform associates each pixel with a two-dimensional array of straight lines characterized by slope and intercept. If the image is thresholded to isolate bright features before computing its Hough transform, then setting a window around a particular slope and a particular number N of pixels will isolate only those groups of N pixels that lie on a straight line of a particular length and slope, thereby separating out individual line segments from a cluster. This is well suited to the images of brachytherapy seeds, which appear as line segments of a well-defined length in an image that otherwise has very few linear features.
